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continues to locate and relocate its place in the world, informed by the fluctuations, trends 
and dynamics of global economics and its shifting centres, where cultural articulations are 
rendered pragmatically prescient . The biennale in such sense symptomise pivots , even as it 
function within its own logic of cultural decentering and associated emancipatory impulses . 

Part I 

The Singapore Biennale, the first launched in September 2006, is one of many that had 
emerged throughout Asia since the 1990s. Like others, it may be regarded as general 
attempts in global marketing or enhancing Singapore's tourism potential, and in doing so 
consolidating, if not justifying investments into cultural infrastructure made over the many 
years. Where myths of nation and nation-building are crucial as a historical arc or motif, 
the biennale in this case forms part of a crucial narrative of 'becoming,' the transformation 
from a British colonial outpost into an independent and vibrant city-state. This is expressed 
variously across economic, social and cultural turns, with the modern, made precise and 
measurable, as its indicator . The Singapore Biennale was declared to have "positioned 
Singapore strongly as a vibrant global city for the arts" ~ and for Fumio Nanjo the Biennale's 
founding artistic director, "it created a network of audiences and professionals connected 
with art in Singapore, assembled a mass of information about contemporary art and artists, 
and made it possible for the city to become an art hub in the future ." ~ This emancipative 
struggle for Marchart, "is no longer merely a format in which former colonial nat ions of the 
West bask in the glamour of their own artistic production . On the contrary, worldwide bien
nialization has instead contributed to decentralizing the West," Q1 defined by an emergence 
of a Global South through the evolving regionalities, and the networks of newer biennales 
including those organized in Brisbane, Gwangju and Johannesburg . Borrowing from Ranjit 
Hoskote, they form "sites of cultural production sharing common questions, themes , and 
indeed common [geo-political] precariousness" and collectively, as "Biennales of Resistance 
mark a cumulative counterpoint to the Venice Biennale as the universal template for the 
biennial as form and medium." Q! In this regard newer biennales emerge from an anti - or 
postcolonial impulse, setting themselves as propositions that simultaneously eschew the 
structure of historical dominance and control, but yet deploying the same mechanisms to 
celebrate forms of idealized relationships . The effect, if not its known potentials , is double 
edged . For Singapore Biennale, Marchart has this to say: 

It is becoming increasingly difficult to seriously refer to some of the more recently 
founded biennials as Biennials of Resistance, even if they do favour local and national 
artistic production over that of the West. For instance, in 2006, the Singapore Biennial 
was founded during a meeting between the World Bank and the International Monetary 
Fund. Although Singapore's intention had been to signal openness, for the duration of 
the biennial, a general ban was placed on demonstrations in public places. Similarly, the 
recent wave of newly founded biennials in Gulf States with authoritarian governments 
hardly has anything in common with postcolonial struggles for independence on a 
national, regional or continental level. Authoritarian regimes utilize the biennial format to 
glamourize their image and prepare the tourism industry for the post-oil era. Qj!_ 

Writings about cultural production and its contexts in Singapore are relatively new. An 
emerging motif however is a pattern of instrumentalisation serving the need to sustain and 
advance its capitalist development, cognizant to the turns of the global economy . 

Wee Wan-ling's The Asian Modern : Culture, Capitalist Development, Singapore (2007) argued 
about the incongruency of Singapore's post-independence economic transformation com
pared to that of its neighbours in Southeast Asia. This anomaly had arisen as an outcome of 
its continued "valorisation of the colonial past as part of the telos of progress and freedom," 
pragmatically sustained since achieving self-governance in 1959 to manage the inter
related challenges and strategies of colonial devolution, communist threats, multi-ethnic 
frictions, the Cold War politics and continued dependence foreign capital, all in all moving 
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a successful attempt towards a First World modernity, rather than settling for the Second 
World version. By the 1980s, the city-state had move from a modernity committed to the 
industrial and technological, to a discourse of "New Asianism and Asian modernity inspired 
by the [example of] 'unique Japan' ... marked by a culturalist orientation," a participant in the 
"story of a burgeoning East Asian capitalism" characterized by developments of regional 
and global economic networks. 1Q Wee describes this outcome: 

The 'developmental' city-state of Singapore in many respects has contributed towards 
the now-established image of an Asian modern urban formation in which, it has 
become almost predictable to say, East meets West, and in which centre and periph
ery, old and new, are conjoined . Looking at one representative critical response to 
Singapore allows us to ponder why the East Asian modern could be perceived as an 
inauthentic modernity, or perhaps as a distorted form of modernity .~ 

Singapore remained celebrated for its achievements, but at times, as observed by Wee, 
grudgingly, as critics quipped its "quasi -authoritarian, petit-bourgeois and sometimes smug 
and priggish modernity that smoothed the path to economic success ." This ambivalent 
regard for Singapore and its modernity is a mixture of amazement and repulsion, Wee sums 
up the receptions of critics like Benedict Anderson: 

The 'new' model has come to stand for a dynamic and even iconic, if bland, multicul
tural utopianism adapted from and yet still dependent upon the West, but one in which 
both democratic impulses and cultural difference and historico-racialist 'irrationalities' 
were suppressed, homogenised or sanitised in the name of industrial-capitalist moder
nity's pure truths. g 

This "pure truths," as both enablers and outcomes, Wee continues, had necessitated a 
"deculturated version of modernity," and a reversal of Nestor Garcfa Canclini hypothesis 
of Latin American modernity, Singapore experienced "an exuberant socio-economic mod
ernisation with a deficient cultural modernism." 11. Here we may turn to the interests into the 
idea of "Asian values," and later, as if to claim its arrival, "Asian Renaissance." Singapore 
and its political leadership were among the most vocal advocates of the notion of Asian 
Values and its role in the rise of capital in Asia. Finding resonance to the economic develop
ments of East Asia in the 1980s, it centred around ideas associated to Confucianism. The 
focus on Confucianism began to wane by the mid-1990s to make way for a more inclusive 
and pragmatic version based on Singapore's multi-ethnic composition . Yet "Asian values" 
as a rhetorical instrument of governance remained in place in the form of "Shared values." 
According to sociologist Chua Beng Huat, "Shared values," introduced around 1991 pro
vides a way for the government to "rationalise public policies and shape social order," even 
if it may not have an institutionalized legal status. Further, it is to be understood in relation 
to its other, the West, coded to reference its flawed cultural emphasis on individualism and 
a sense of entitlement and welfarism, and in doing so to position the "collective" and "com
munity" responsibilities and "acceptance of a hierarchical social order" as central in its 
ongoing success. For Chua, it offers an entry point into concepts of Asia or "Asianness," 
reinforced crucially by Singapore's geographical position, its ethnic composition, and its 
smallness that effectively demonstrates mechanisms of interaction and coalescence. 
Chua further argues that its effective deployment across a broadest range of public dis
course allowed for a naturalized self-identification among Singaporeans as Asians, and well 
defined social relations-Le. "reinvented traditions are not without cultural currency ." 11 

Governmental role is defined in terms of maintaining the efficacy of such values towards 
economic competitiveness, and resources allotted accordingly defined by "supply-side 
socialism" that transforms and advances the human capital. This project of culture as such, 
returning to Wee, "represent a distorted modernity .. . that covers up or disavows the fact 
that capitalism is one phenomenon ... [albeit] neither monolithic nor unified," revealing a 
conflict not necessarily ideological in nature, but rather the positioning of Asian capitalism 
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and its continuing negotiation within in a hierarchy of global capitalist societies. This period 
of the 1980s and '90s, highlighted by the assertion for geography and regional networks , 
can be contrasted from Singapore earlier phase of industrialization and modernization, 
and may be described as a reterritorialising of the city-state. 'Culture ; reintroduced into 
the discourse of nation and what it may embody, is subjected to the rationalizing impera
tives of the economic project as was the past. Evolving and newer economic platforms like 
ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations , established 1967) and APEC (Asia-Pacific Econom ic 

Cooperation , established 1989) provide stable referents in conceiving geo-cultural terrains. By 
1993, following the establishments of the new Ministry of Information and the Arts (MICA, 

1990-now MCCY: Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth) and the National Heritage Board (NHB, 

1993), a series of state museums were launched including the Singapore History Museum , 
the Asian Civilisation Museum and the Singapore Art Museum, ostensibly as an outcome 
of a reorganization and expansion of the National Museum, a predecessor institution of the 
NHB. The museum in Singapore is not without a history, having its roots in the formation of 
the Raffles Museum (1874) and obliquely, the University of Malaya Art Museum (1955). As 
colonial institutions useful in the technologies and collections accumulated, they may be 
regarded not only as prototypal, but the very basis in which newer propositions of nation 
and regionalities are being proposed: the ethnographic collection of the Raffles Museum 
became a core collection of the Singapore History Museum and the Asian Civilisation 
Museum. Having been transferred and displayed at the National Museum from 1973 to the 
late 1980s, the collection of the University of Malaya Art Museum, provided an early propo
sition of Singapore and Malayan modern art and as ways to regard the traditions and living 
cultures of Southeast Asia, displayed alongside materials from India and China. Variously 
as collections residing in Raffles Museum (1876-1960), National Museum (1960-1 993) or 
University of Malaya Art Museum (1955- 1973), materials accumulated portends forms of 
regionalities, subjected to the contingencies of statist cultural policies. For example, sepa
rating the zoological and ethnographic collections of the National Museum in 1972 allows 
for a distinct pursuit of a national history unencumbered by the colonial conflation of human 
developments into natural history. A sense towards the region was embedded, although not 
necessarily formalized into a cohesive programme across the fields: "The change came on 
1 April 1972, when the National Museum became a museum of ethnology, history and art of 
Singapore and Southeast Asia. Thus the National Museum becomes an institution devoted 
to the science of man, to focus attention on cultures, the artistic and creative manifestations 
of the peoples of Singapore and the surrounding region." ~ 

It is here that we can turn perhaps to the establishment of the Singapore Art Museum in 
1996. But before we get to this we must perhaps be mindful of the repeats, as if to say, 
thinking about the last quote, "we have been here before" in a different incarnate, traversing 
the colonial, our nascent technicist post-independence beginnings, 1996, its coming futures 
in 2006 and now. It was in 1889 that, after the momentous opening of the new Raffles 
Museum and Library building at Stamford Road (current home of the National Museu m ) that 
William Davison, its curator declared: 

It would be advisable, I think to confine the contents of the Museum to the products of 
the Malay Peninsula and the adjacent countries which are zoologically affined to it, and 
this is best indicated by what may be termed [Alfred Russell] Wallace's 50-fathom line, 
which includes only Sumatra, Java, Bali and Borneo, to the South . As specimens from 
any of these localities are obtained they will replace the Australian and other speci
mens from places beyond the shallow sea line. One exception to this should be made 
with regard to the Cocos-Keeling Islands, which lie well out of the 100 fathom sea, and 
which, as might be expected, show an affinity with the Australian fauna; but being 
connected with the Government of the Straits Settlements, it would be interesting to 
get as complete a collection from there as possible. !§. 
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It is based on an unerring attention to scholarship into natural history of its day, but also 
politically prescient-the geo-political informs categories. The new building for the 
Singapore Art Museum was opened 20th January 1996 and along with it, an inaugural 
exhibition titled Modernity and Beyond Themes in Southeast Asian Art. How was the region 
prospected and conceived? What were the sources-from informants to publications
that aided a regard for Southeast Asia and its modernity? What is the legacy left by this 
inaugural exhibition, within Singapore and beyond? 

The exhibition featured artists and artworks from seven Southeast Asian countries: Brunei 
Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. This 
listing corresponds with the composition of ASEAN at the time , Vietnam being the latest to 
join in 1995. By 1999, with the successive memberships of Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar, 
ASEAN was constituted into its current form . A team consisting of curators from the 
Singapore Art Museum was led by art historian T.K. Sabapathy . Preparations started in 
1993, as Singapore Art Museum ventured into an active acquisition programme, and build
ing up networks of informants and consulting art historians across Southeast Asia , guided 
by the available and emerging writings . Events that took place elsewhere, such as the Asian 
Art Show series (Fukuoka Art Museum, 1979 and after), the first Asia Pacific Triennial of 
Contemporary Art in Brisbane in 1993 and "Asian Modernism : Diverse Developments in 
Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand " (The Japan Foundation Asia Center, 1995) were important 
as referents to prospect curatorial approaches, each varying in its manner of engagements 
or participations of local curators, and the roles the hosting institutional curators may per
form. But significantly, it was the growing number of publications, written in English, 
emerging during the early 1990s that prompted T. K. Sabapathy and his relatively young 
curatorial team to consider developing a project independently conceived and developed in 
Singapore. These publications, including monographs and journals , introduced the national 
histories, and indirectly highlighting the ir varying in depths and intensities, as well as the 
nascent attempts to read across these histories, proposing common themes and prospect
ing emerging trends . The year 1993 was particularly significant: 

- Caroline Turner, ed. Tradition and Change: Contemporary Art of Asia and the Pacific , 
University of Queensland Press 

- John Clark, ed. Modernity in Asian Art , University of Sydney East Asian Studies Number 7, 
Wild Peony 

-Art and Asia Pacific, Inaugural Issue 

I have highlighted these publications as they more than others had ambitiously assembled a 
range of writers, many whose writings remained previously entrenched within the confines 
of national readership and interests . The position which Australian institutions and scholars 
find themselves in is in itself interesting , which points toward a dramatic shift taking place 
in geo-economic order and the necessity to regard and engage the emerging economic 
centres in Asia. !7. Yet this necessity to apprehend Asia, at least in cultural terms , requires 
that writings by Apinan Poshyananda, Emmanuel Torres, Alice Guillermo, Redza Piyadasa 
and Jim Supangkat were not mere country entries, but by way of affinities and common 
experiences, active propositions into modernities, their contexts and trajectories of artistic 
productions . Through these publications, and others too, a mapping of common thematic 
features begin to emerge . Consider Julie Ewington's article "Five Elements: An Abbreviated 
Account of Installation Art in South-East Asia," which appeared in Art and Asia Pacific (Vol. 2, 

No.1) in 1995 which prospected the emergence of installation art as a contemporary strat 
egy that "found a receptive environmen t " in a region where as a turn to tropics the indige
nous and the artist-shaman acquires international currency in an emerging global practice 
characterized by communications, access and travel. [Elsewhere we may also consider Astri 
Wright's "Women and Contemporary Painters," written as a chapter in Soul, Spirit, and Mounta in: 

Preoccupations of Contemporary Indonesian Painters ( Oxford University Press, 1994) that assessed gender, 
representation, and agency. 1!!] Broadly, the writings that emerged over the period of the early 
1990s allowed a prospecting into modernities, their emergence and ways they 
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were understood, cultural contexts through which they may be received and advanced, 
decolonization and nationalism that at once particularise and universalize responses. As 
such, a thematic approach was advanced, qualified accordingly by Sabapathy: 

A thematic approach was settled upon as I was discerned to provide grounds for 
describing and analyzing artworks, and speculating upon art historical issue in ways 
that can be pertinent to Southeast Asia in some depth and in relation to historical 
circumstances particular to the region. Of course the choice and formulation of the 
themes can be debated and disputed, as they should be. Indeed, the interpretative 
essays in this [ exhibition] publication emerge from a sense of wariness towards the 
given task. In this connection, the writers adopt interrogative stances in dealing with 
the brief as specified by the themes, questioning its efficacy with quite persistence. 
What is more, they proceed beyond the brief and prospect terrains which points to 
more fecund approaches to regarding and reading art productions in Southeast Asia . 
All these signal marked reflexive attitudes, even if they are raw and untested . The 
themes are: 

- Nationalism, Revolution and the idea of the Modern 
- Traditions of the Real 
- Modes of Abstraction 
- Mythology and Religion: Traditions in Tension 
- The Self and Other 
- Urbanism and Popular Culture ~ 

Significantly, the exhibition "Modernity and Beyond" is paired with another exhibition 
"Channels & Confluences : A History of Singapore Art" as part of the Museum's inaugura
tion . Curated by its founding director Kwok Kian Chow, the exhibition framed Singapore art 
chronologically, outlining its beginnings among the early photographic ateliers, the itiner
ancy of artists across colonial networks of Europe and China, formation of local and expatri
ate groups and their interactions, traditional genres and the introduction of Western and 
modern styles, movement towards a discernable and authentic form in the shape of 
"Nanyang regionalism," consolidation of a Singaporean modernity highlighted by ethnic 
plurality and continuities of the Nanyang legacy, and the emergence of contemporary 
practice. Crucially, the establishment of artist groups, schools, and institutions were high
lighted to aid, if not to facilitate comparability and compatibility with the arc of nationhood, 
art history; a history that is subjected to the project of nation, in the criticism of cultural 
theorist Lee Weng Choy. Whether deliberate or not, Kwok, as a director of the Singapore Art 
Museum finds efficacy in positioning the Museum in the centre of a "new regionalism" that 
facilitates international interaction. In his concluding remarks in the exhibition publication, 
he lamented on the role of the market in determining high-points of Singapore art (obliquely 

referencing to the commercial successes of artists like Cheong Soo Pieng, Chen Wen Hsi and Liu Kang in 

the 1950s and the patronship they enjoyed). The "new regionalism" of the Singapore Art Museum 
is aspirational, offering a staging ground for internationalizing Singapore art and by exten
sion the development of Singapore artists, mediated accordingly along the programmatic 
and the institutional. gQ In this regard, T.K. Sabapathy's remarks in "Modernity and Beyond" 
appears as a premonition : 

... it must be remembered that these [museological and curatorial] aspirations [toward 

Southeast Asia], even as they are understandable, cannot be satisfied by the inaugura
tion [of the Museum] alone; there will be great and continuing expectations beyond the 
inauguration and attending the entire lifetime of the institution. ll 

By October of the same year, "Modernity and Beyond" was de-installed making way for 
"Masterpieces from the Guggenheim Museum," and accordingly bringing to light the brutal 
complexity of a state institution struggling to sustain its coherence and critical focus in the 
face of competing and times contradictory demands. 
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Assessing the Singapore Art Museum, Nora Taylor remarked : 

Its inaugural exhibition in 1996, "Modernity and Beyond," was the first comprehensive 
survey of modern Southeast Asian art to be exhibited in the region. It is still the only 
pan-Southeast Asian art museum in the region . [However] The museum is still 
embroiled in Singapore's bureaucratic quagmire and periodically suffers from flawed 
policies, shifts in leadership, weak programming, and lack of vision . Still, it has suc
ceeded in creating a number of milestone exhibitions and has proven itself an invalu
able resource for international curators and collections in the region. It can now more 
positively claim to have an impact on the integration of Southeast Asian artists on the 
stage of world contemporary art. n 

Of particular interests for Taylor are the series of exhibitions that advance readings into art 
history of the region, marked by the exhibitions' ability to gather key artworks and collec
tions as indexes of material culture for scrutiny and study, and measure their affinities and 
distances bringing forth perspectives into subjects and interests, collective and alternative 
histories, general tendencies and idiosyncracies. She highlighted exhibitions "Vision and 
Enchantment: Southeast Asian Paintings" ( Singapore Art Museum, 2000), and more recently the 
pan-Asian collaborative exhibitions "Cubism in Asia : Unbounded Dialogues"(2006) and 
"Realism in Asian Art"(2010) . 

So far, my discussion had been centred on institutions, exhibitions, and their operational 
contexts . Its attendant project of art histories, access to networks, infrastructures and to a 
significant extent material resources afforded through policies, if not enabled through 
capitalistic ideologies, are crucial predicates. But this view also offers little to the question 
of the curatorial, seemingly passive to contexts, and largely unable to articulate its agency. 
Even as the Singapore Biennale of 2006 reveled in its relational play, populating Chinese and 
Hindu temples, Muslim mosques, Christian churches, former military barracks and 
Supreme Court with art and as such inter-textual potentials, it could not removed itself from 
suspicion of the state's ability to instrumentalise and discipline . "Belief" as a theme rever
berates as a liberal democratic cry, but also confounding for not attempting to problematise 
difference, plurality and the contested truths-all of these arguably lost in between the 
spectacle and the carnival. After all, according to sociologist Chua Beng Huat, multicultural
ism as a form of public discourse in Singapore, the very referent adopted by the curators of 
the 2006 biennale has been effectively neutralized in its early post-independence history as 
a site of intellectual, cultural and political contestation . In fact, through recognition of the 
needs of the various ethnic groups and careful state provisions and allocations, multicultur
alism became an effective instrument of order and control. ~ These "divisions," the ethnic 
and religious spaces we saw in the 2006 biennale had already form the idea of the 
Singapore state . If the curatorial is to be seen in terms of its potential and intellectual 
agency, this predicament needs thinking through . 

What of the curatorial future? We turn to Lee Weng Choy's provocation: 

Singapore is Sign-apore, a society of the spectacle par excellence, the all appropriating 
agent, modernity's idealized tabula rasa. Singapore imagines itself not just as taking the 
best from the East and the West-the inheritor of the great traditions and the latest 
technologies-it also stakes a claim as part of the avant-garde of the next stage of global 
capitalism . Whenever I visit other places, my experience is of multiple temporalities; 
there are always neighbourhoods that seem significantly unchanged. In Singapore, there 
appears to be only one time-frame- a peculiar present, in a hurry, on the verge of tomor
row .. . . I know of no other place where it feels like everyone marches in the same step . 
Practically everything here is subjected to economic development- hills have been 
flattened, cemeteries unearthed . M 
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The curatorial, if it is not to be a function of the institution, requires articulation, by this I 
mean a practice reflexive to Singapore's self-conscious regard to the place of the individual, 
society and the defining features of its capitalistic drive, ways that it approaches and man
ages global interactions. I return to Wee so as to Singapore and its condition: 

Singapore remains a humourless morality lesson as an economic success story, as a 
paternalistic-pragmatic modernity, and as a managed and generally benign multicultural 
society that created a measure of respect for ethnic and religious differences . It notably 
increased equity in socio-economic opportunities. As a consequence of the elevation of 
petit-bourgeois values, it also became a "cultural desert" known abroad as a land of 
shopping centres. Historical amnesia-the inevitable by-product of modernisation- is 
prominent and surpasses, one suspects, the level of dehistoricisation in developed 
Euro-American societies. In many ways, this radical experiment in modernising a small 
Asian locality into a sort of hyper-petit-bourgeois modernity is unique. ~ 

This uniqueness include the co-optation of the Western "metropolis" into a new vocabulary 
of its Asianness, hyper-rationalized marshalling and use of space; skyscrapers, museums, 
casinos and a giant wheel gloriously choreographed into a landscape. We can only defer 
the question of the curatorial to another occasion but end with Rustom Barucha's call for an 
Asian museum, characterized by a "new socialization of its radical possibilities": 

The "Asia" therefore, that is being celebrated in the recent inter-Asian collaboration has 
less to do with the propagation of democracy through people's movements or emergent 
struggles in civil society, than with the creation of spectacles and events which "Asia" 
becomes a new manifestation of cultural capital itself .. .. 
[The] "new Asian museum" cannot be separated from its larger implications in global 
culture. The museum offers a particularly embattled site to study the tensions between 
the global and the local, the intercultural and the multicultural, "Asia" in Asia and the 
"Asia" supported by the increasingly privileged hegemonies of Diaspora. ~ 
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The focus of this paper is the two streams of the political and the personal, which interflow 
into something that might be called "culture ." The paper evaluates what has gone well and 
what badly with Australian art exchanges with Asia, particularly Southeast Asia in the 
1990s. It is clear that what has failed is political and what has succeeded is personal. 

First, some context about Australia and Asia, as it is not widely known and it sets the scene 
for what will follow. Politically, Australia the nation is based on white settlement, or invasion 
if you like, in 1788, overtaking all existing structures . The new mix of cultures gathering in 
Australia was depicted around 1867 by Englishman J.C. F. Johnson in his beguiling painting 
of a European, a Chinese and a man of dark skin playing the card game of euchre on the 
Australian gold fields, !jg_,.Q! an image matched by others, including Indigenous artist Tommy 
McRae's similarly nonjudgmental draw ing of a Chinese man, carrying his burden across his 
shoulders , wearing his conical hat and queue, alongside a European man in a high hat and 
waistcoat standing about with his hands in his pockets , and Indigenous men posing with 
their weapons held aloft . Q1 Both images show a more benign situation than the very harsh 
reality of the day. Immigration from Asia was mainly Chinese gold miners, with the rare 
Afghan cameleer and Japanese pearl diver. The various colonies were federated (or brought 

togeth er) as one new nation in 1901, the same year as the White Australia Policy was intro 
duced, mainly directed at deterring Chinese immigration. 

We had our share of mercenaries , missionaries, and misfits living in Asia through these 
years who often collected Asian art, wh ich became the source of some excellent collections 
of historic art in our museums .~ In World War II, Australians endeavoured to keep Japan 
from invading militarily , and then Communist China from invading ideologically, which 
extended to sending troops to fight alongside the United States in Vietnam through to the 
1970s. World War II was a turning point politically, separating Australia from the United 
Kingdom and turning us more to Asia. The Colombo Plan of scholarships for students in 
Asia to come to Australia was instituted in 1950, a significant program at the time; gradually 
Asian languages were introduced to tertiary institutions - I learnt Indonesian in the 1960s
and, in 1966, the White Australia Policy was finally rescinded. In this period, our main arts 
funding and advisory program, the Aust ralia Council for the Arts, was established. Then in 
1972 the Whitlam Labor government was a new broom sweeping us towards a new future : 
Whitlam recognized the People's Republic of China, brought the troops home from 
Vietnam, and encouraged greater economic ties with Japan and our region. Then, the final 
cherry on the Australia-Asia political cake was Paul Keating, Prime Minister from 1991 to 
'96 , making an overt policy that Australia 's economic and cultural future was in Asia and 
that all moves in this direction would be supported . 

Everything about visual art exchanges with Asia really started to happen then . The 
Australia Council under the Keating Government decreed that by 1993, fifty percent of its 
international budget would be for projects in Asia. The other funding partner, the 
Department of Foreign Affairs, also turned its clout to artistic exchanges with the region . 
State or in Japanese terms, prefectural - Governments have funds for the arts, and this , 
too, was turned to Asia. Even some local governments, particularly the City of Melbourne , 
put support into Asian art exchanges . It should be said that not everyone in the arts 
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responded positively or quickly . Our art museums had 
received exhibitions of traditional Asian art for many 
decades - "The Chinese Exhibition of archaeological 
finds "(l 977), "The Sculpture of Thailand "(1976- 1977), "The Art 
of the Japanese Package"(1979), "Japan: Masterpieces from 
the Idemitsu Collection"(1982- 1983), and so on-but contem
porary Asian art did not have an automatic welcome . 
I remember , in the 1990s, a senior curator at the National 
Gallery of Australia telling me that, if anything was going on 
in Vietnam , his dealer in Paris would tell him . Asian art 
departments in our major institutions are still, mainly, staffed 
by curators expert in traditional art, often uncomfortable with 
contemporary work. This is not unique to Australia-I suspect 
it has echoes in Europe, the United Kingdom, and, even, Japan. 

However, outside these departments, in the 1990s, within 
Australian art circles more broadly, things really did change, 
with more exhibitions and projects about contemporary Asian 
art being shown in Australia, no longer separating Asian 
culture from immediate relevance. A pioneer event had been 
the Artists and Regional Exchange (ARX), coming out of the 
network of Contemporary Art Spaces, run from Perth, and by 
1987 including artists from Southeast Asia . Then the 
Queensland Art Gallery started the Asia Pacific Triennial of 
Contemporary Art (APT) around 1991, leading to the first 
exhibition in 1993, with funds from the Queensland State 
government, encouraged by the mood of the times. Among 
the artists coming to Brisbane was Indonesian artist Dadang 
Christanto , making a major installation, For Those Who Have 
Been Killed, which captured everyone's attention. fia.o2 The 
importance of this exhibition was immediately understood by 
the art world , with one critic writing, "The Triennial is the 
most important exhibition of recent art to be shown in 
Australia for a long time ." ~ For culturally Euro-centric 
Australia, this was a big change . The magazine Art and Asia 
Pacific (currently ,ArtAsiaPacin"c) started in Sydney in 1993. ~ fla.o3 

The first major exhibition of contemporary Chinese art seen 
outside China and Hong Kong, "Mao Goes Pop," was held at 
the Museum of Contemporary Art in Sydney also in 1993. The 
Adelaide Festival in 1994 was devoted to Asian work, and 
included Thai artist Montien Boonma who made a place for 
individual contemplation between rows of fir trees in the 
Botanic Gardens. Ql! fia.04 The political became personal and it 
was very successful. I look back on exciting times indeed . 

It was the period where gradually Australian art started to 
be seen in Asia. Visual art institutions in Asia were starting 
to want to engage within the region - organizations in Asia 
began to accept residencies and exhibitions from Australia, 
and to want to co-curate projects . In 1994, the Australia 
Council was behind Cultural Organisation in Southeast Asia, 
a guide written by an experienced arts diplomat Jennifer 
Lindsay to give help to Australians who might want to under
stand working in the region better . tia.os In 1990, I was also 
able to get funds primarily from the Australia Council and 
Foreign Affairs to start the Asialink program, which focused 
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at first on touring exhibitions and a residency program in Asia . Q2 In the 1990s, we sent 
ninety-four artists to Southeast Asia (and many more of course to North and South Asia, and many 

more since). We worked with the premise that each individual artist would be best able to 
work with their peers through a local institution, so we set up arrangements with, mostly, 
art schools at first as they had experience of engaging with foreigners, and then spread 
from there . We did a lot of touring exhibitions from Australia, which were not so hard to 
do, but also collaborative curatorial projects with work from both places and touring to 
both places. These were harder to do and took longer to set up, but always were better in 
terms of engagement and outcomes. "Rapport" (1996) was created with co-support from 
Singaporean curators, artists, and funds; "Giao Luu (Confluence)" (1997) in Vietnam, and 
"Patterning" (1997) with input from Indonesian artists, followed by "Kawing (Link)" with 
regional centers of the Philippines, and then "Saisampan (Soul Ties)" with Thailand. We held 
an exhibition in Malaysia, "Sekali Lagi (Once Again)" in 1999, based on Australian artists 
revisiting Malaysia, all creating new works there, hosted at Rimbun Dahan outside Kuala 
Lumpur . 119·06 These Southeast Asian programs led us to other joint ventures with India, 
Korea, and, especially in the early 2000s, with Japan . Again, it was an exciting time . 

All of these ventures came from people working together : talking to artists, visiting studios, 
and discussing ideas and concepts with curators and writers, getting institutions involved 
and raising funds. It was about people engaging . The two institutions I knew well, Asialink 
and the Asia Pacific Triennial, certainly had government backing, financially, and also, in the 
region, the support of our embassies and officials, but they worked because people who 
were committed to making things work got together. 

I have five principles based on this, established at the beginning of the 1990s and remaining 
realities today: 

1 Artists working in the region worked, and it worked for them . QI Asialink regularly got four 
hundred applicants from individual artists to work in the region each year, for what in the 
end were forty places. 

2 Partnerships worked . We tried to have equal management, equal finances, and equal 
work in each project-not always achieved with countries where funding was much less 
available, but even a small amount made a difference to the principle. 

3 A general flexibility worked. That you do what you could to make something work as you 
think it should, then you went with the flow . 

4 Keeping bureaucracy to a minimum worked. We had two-page contracts-putting down 
what is agreed for both sides and keeping it simple. Then we relied on trust. No contract 
will cover the gaps that happen in cross-cultural projects if you have no trust. 

5 Relying on people like this created links that kept developing into the future. !1!!. 

Overall this is an attitude of interest-being interested in the other culture, and showing it . 
However, in Australia since the mid-1990s, over this personal building up of relationships 
has hovered a political failure to continue the level of energy or thinking of the Keating gov
ernment. A financial graph is an easy demonstration, showing the percentage of the inter
national funding of the Australia Council for performing arts projects in Asia from 1992 to 
2011. !1!I 11a.o7 It goes down from fifty percent at the beginning of the period to ten percent 
in 2011. Recently Arts Victoria, the most advanced of the State bodies, stopped its stand
alone international program. Arts leadership in education is part of this, and I report, sadly, 
there is no expert Asian art historian teaching at my university, the University of Melbourne. 
In 2012, still, no performing arts tertiary educational institution in the country had a course 
which included Asian cultural practice in dance, theatre, or music as part of its core curricu
lum. 19. And, most important, we have no politically-supported structure to do better. We 
have no international arts agency; Japan has the Japan Foundation with an active profes
sional arts staff, which is experienced and proactive in the region. We need the international 
arts experts to be given responsibility for this part of the agenda for the arts, not left in the 
hands of political or economic experts of the Foreign Affairs department, nor in the hands of 
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officers at the Australia Council who have little experience of 
working in Asia. 

I have been asked to add my thoughts about Japan and 
Singapore in relation to Australia's experience in this arena, 
particularly in the 1990s when our political system did provide 
more support. My memory is strongly that the two proactive 
and financially supported countries in the region able to do 
this were Australia and Japan with, through the '90s , a parallel 
program of activities with the rest of the region . This was the 
same period as the Fukuoka Asian Art Triennale started and 
the Japan Foundation Asia Center. There was a similar sense 
of positioning, both aware of the need to be more proactive 
culturally with the region . 

We both were very aware of a similar sized "issue" in Asia to 
deal with, to live with, and for both of us, to live beyond-us 
for our White Australia Policy and our white Western , non
Asian cuckoo-in-the-nest status, and Japan because of its 
old arm's length identity with "Asia" generally and then its 
actions in World War II. It means politically motivated art 
ventures have this lurking in the background, even today. 
While the last thing I want it to say is these issues were posi
tive actions in themselves, they do add layers of complexity 
to understandings, and I think that is not a bad thing: art was 
being used by both governments for political ends, but it gave 
opportunities for personal actions and engagements based 
on a more nuanced understanding of identity and place. 

If there is an issue that the Singaporeans faced with cultural 
exchange, such as the White Australia Policy is for us, then it 
would the perception in the West , including in Australia, of uni
formity, censorship, and a lack of democracy. That had truth in 
the 1990s, including an infamous censorship issue with an art 
event, and I so clearly remember the tension between the artist 
community, pushing against this, and the power of the govern
ment, really rather shocked by such rebellion . As a foreigner 
trying to set things up in Singapore, I remember having to deal 
with bureaucrats who focused, if not on censorship, then, 
on the economics-all arts ventures had to have a financial 
income attached. That was a problem for the sort of thing we 
were trying to do. But, through these years, Singapore really 
changed from within. The demands of those young, protest
ing students, artists, or whoever insisted on their voices being 
heard and, now, the openness of critique, the level of research 
into their past, their un-ending curatorial energy, their lack of 
colonial resentment, and their speed of response and adapt
ability, all speak of the political morphing into a new, creative, 
personally-rewarding environment. 

Both Australia and Singapore are, obviously, predominantly 
immigrant nations: multi-layered groups of peoples of the 
world coming together in, by and large, a good-willed group
ing. In Japanese terms, maybe these are difficult-to-define 
groups of people, with many allegiances to past lives and local 
ethnic groups under a wider Australian or Singaporean 
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umbrella, coming together in very recent times . I like to think , though, that the idea of multiple 
times is as interesting here as multiple cultures- that for us, our short , two hundred and thirty 
years of immigrant society has been lived in fast time compared with slow, or-a term I heard 
recently-" deep" time in a culture like that of our Indigenous people, which looks back to the 
ancestors . Indigenous Australia has little interest in this Western Enlightenment compuls ion 
of "forever forward." Australia 's position in this discussion today, in Asia, in ourselves, and in 
our time, remains unsettled . Cultural commentators speak of the spaces between cultures as 
areas of uncertainty and discomfort, but also of energy and possibility . Australia is such a 
space, at least in the way it relates to those outside it. 

Australia has sophisticated Western -based arts infrastructure , as does Japan , and much of 
the rest of North Asia . However, in those days, this did not exist in the visual art institutions 
in Southeast Asia , nor, for that matter, in South Asia . Hong Kong curator Oscar Ho has 
recently written about this succinctly, talking about Asia 's , "under-developed infrastruc
ture, conservative administrative cultures , prolongation of the colonial mindset, and 
Western cultural domination arising from the continuing imbalance of power and influence 
of curatorial practices that are led by Western thinking ." n He questions whether this 
Western model of arts infrastructure is the most useful. 

Certainly, the reality in Southeast Asia in the 1990s showed an alternative way of thinking. 
In fact it had been flagged in Australia by the engagement between artists of Southeast 
Asia through the 1987 ARX project in Perth, which was noted before . The top -down, 
Western-derived, government-supported institutions of Southeast Asia were resistant to 
change- even in the face of the general feeling through the region at the time that the art 
world itself was changing, and that opportunities were arising and exchanges were possible . 
It meant locally-relevant alternatives were created : artists groups, collectives, NGOs (or 
NPOs), private foundations, and small galleries bloomed . Art naturally made in the streets 
became celebrated in the street . So-called "popular art" was taken up with enthusiasm by all 
sorts of practitioners. The community ruled . I had thought at the beginning that gradually 
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I would gain more professionally-trained curatorial colleagues 
within the major institutions, but no, I gradually realized
against my will, really-that my new colleagues were every
where else. It meant we, in Australia, had to be more agile to 
realign our thinking to this-not easy for some in Australia 
where the demarcation between the publicly and privately 
funded is fairly sacred . It is one of the areas that people in Asia 
can teach those of us based in Western thinking . Writers like 
Dipesh Chakrabarty in Provincialising Europeg and 
Kuan-Hsing Chen in Asia as Method ll have been looking for 
new ways of thinking about the world, different sorts of 
knowledge systems, and intra-regional links. 

One excellent example of this thinking, always there in 
Southeast Asian arts practice, was the Instrument Builders 
project recently in Yogyakarta and Melbourne. It was of young 
creative people building programs together, organically, across 
old media silos. It was full of inspiration, intelligence and 
creativity, and everyone-artists and audience-loved it. fig.os 

A great example of another way was shown by Sugimoto 
Hiroshi in his exhibition "The End of Time" at the Mori Art 
Museum in 2005. As those who saw it would remember, he 
expected the audience to enter the work and walk through his 
series of spaces-like entering a literati ink painting and walk
ing through that landscape. It enforced a different reality of 
time and space, and inner harmony, on the traveler through his 
world . It still resonates for me as an alternative to a Western
derived external, static or didactic museum display. It was 
noted before that our main museums have been resistant to 
changing their ways with Asian art. However, another example 
of a different way of thinking is the exhibition during early 2015 
at the Art Gallery of New South Wales, led by Suhanya Raffel, 
Deputy Director of that museum, from their collection .~ fig.09 

It puts contemporary and traditional work in marvellous dia
logue. But, again, Suhanya is an individual driving a different 
agenda within that place, able to do it because of her seniority, 
and also her background and skill. 

I'd love to see these creative, flexible, local, personal out
comes more around the region and the world . I'd love to see 
Southeast Asian countries thinking flexibly in terms of space 
as well : either laterally outwards, geographically, if they were 
so inclined, or celebrating their own internal, personal, and 
local interpretation of culture, presented in a thoughtful and 
positive way. There is no one way . I personally really like the 
Museum of Fine Arts in Hanoi, proudly introspective about its 
Socialist Realist collection . 

Australia, Japan, and Singapore remain having among the 
most developed arts institutions in Asia, and there remains 
the desire from above to keep this internationally accepted 
professionalism flying high. An instance is the increasing 
number of curatorial and art museum training places in 
Australian tertiary institutions being for students from Asian 
countries . Against this, is the growing rejection of the model. 

fig.09 

Conversations through the As1dn Collect1ons, 
Art Gallery of New South Wales, March 2015. 
left Mukha-lmga (Cambodia) 600s 700s, stone 

right. Arnsh Kapoor, (India/UK), b. 1954. 
Untitled, 2002. stainless steel and lacqurr 
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The 1990s was the decade in which contemporary art saw widespread diffusion in Southeast 
Asia. This is also the period during which Japan launched a new vision of cultural diplomacy, 
and public-run museums began to engage seriously with contemporary art. For the first time 
since the end of World War 11, the Japanese art world, partly in response to various negative 
legacies of the past, gave full attention to a broader Asian context-one undergoing both 
geopolitical and generational transformation. This entailed attempts in the creation of artistic 
values with local art practitioners across the region, as well as the development of proposals 
for a new historiography of art stemming from the initiative of public institutions. 

In this presentation, I would like to examine the contexts in which, firstly, the Japan 
Foundation instigated a cultural diplomacy to build confidence and trust in the arts and aca
demia; and secondly, how the Fukuoka Art Museum aimed to differentiate itself from other 
museums through its managerial and curatorial endeavors. These contexts, and how they 
related and functioned in the formation of the intra/ extra-regional art system, will be investi
gated by retracing a trajectory of relevant exhibitions and collections of the period. 

Currently, the Asia-Pacific region is attracting the interests of sociology and economy in 
the arts as a site for the "glocal" production of contemporary art, and as a market that can 
affect the direction of the international art market . !!1 Japan's involvement with the Asia
Pacific art world in the 1990s, which had become linked to the mainstream art world by 
virtue of globalization, had its limits . Nevertheless, it can be said that it succeeded in chal
lenging existing constructions of "Asia" while also generating new indicators and values . 
This paved the way toward a new stage for the "Contemporary Asian Art" market where
upon existing notions and fixtures were questioned and overcome. 

A Prehistory of "Asian Art" - The Context of the 1970s and '80s 

In Japan in the first half of the 1970s, the political repression in Korea under the military 
regime there, the normalization of relations between Japan and China, and the anti-Jap
anese demonstrations in Southeast Asia all contributed to heightening concern for Asia. 
Then, in 1979-80, the "Asian Art Show " was held at the Fukuoka Art Museum. 

Having become a government-designated city in 1972, Fukuoka quickly began to catch 
up with the modern political center of Kumamoto and the neighboring industrial center of 
Kitakyushu in the hub-based urbanization of Kyushu. In 1979, the city built an art museum 
on the same scale as the Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Art of the time, and designed, 
in fact, by the same architect, Maekawa Kunio. For its inaugural exhibition, the museum 
organized an exchange with art academies from across Asia affiliated with UNESCO's 
International Association of Art (initially thirteen countries). ~ Although it's not as if there were 
no signs of a revival of the pre-war pan-Asianism among Japanese art professionals, what is 
remarkable is that it was this exhibition that sparked an interest, among the museum's post
war generation of curators, in Asian artists of the same generation. 

In the latter half of the 1980s, Fukuoka rolled out the concept of the "focal point of exchanges 
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within Asia," and established new events inspired by the city's hosting of the Asia-Pacific 
Exposition (also known as "Yokatopia" ), like the Fukuoka Asian Prize ( now the Fukuoka Prize) and the 
Focus on Asia-Fukuoka International Film Festival. At the Fukuoka Art Museum, the "Asian 
Artist Today- Fukuoka Annual" series of solo exhibitions introducing "Asian contempo-
rary artists" began in 1988, while starting with the 3rd Asian Art Show Fukuoka: "Symbolic 
Vision in Contemporary Asian Life" in 1989, the museum began to take part in the selection 
of artists, which to that point had been delegated to representative organizations from each 
country. Moreover, in 1991 the Asia collection was made a priority area, which would lead 
to the establishment of the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum. The artist chosen for the first exhi
bition in the "Asian Artist Today" series, Roberto Feleo, whose works were acquired by the 
museum, became an overnight sensation in the Philippines. Gradually, the museum took on 
the role of giving emerging artists their first exhibitions outside their homelands . 

In the latter half of the 1980s, when the Fukuoka Art Museum was strengthening its 
engagement with Asian art, there was a construction boom of art museums through-
out Japan, and subsequently diversification of exhibition contents. This phenomenon, 
described by Kitazawa Noriaki as "overcrowding of art museums" pushed those museums 
to become the new "cultural leaders." ~ With the museums searching for materials in dif
ferent area for their exhibitions, "Asian art" became one of such materials worth pursuing. 

On the other hand, the Japan Foundation approached Asian contemporary art from the con
text of cultural diplomacy. Established in 1972 as an auxiliary organization of the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs, and against the backdrop of the sudden rapprochement between the 
United States and China (the "Nixon shock " ) and rising anti-Japanese sentiment in Southeast 
Asia, the Japan Foundation set up offices in Washington, Jakarta and Bangkok, prioritiz-
ing projects addressing the United States and Southeast Asia. With its initiation in 1976 of 
the Asian Traditional Performing Arts (ATPA) exchange program for researching, performing 
and documenting ethnic music, and the organization in 1982 of the Japan Foundation Film 
Festival: A Panorama of South Asian Films, the Japan Foundation produced rank after rank 
of Asian theater and film specialists. 

With such professionals in a central role, the ASEAN Culture Center was established 
in Tokyo's Shibuya ward in 1990. ~ The main attraction of the opening was a perfor
mance by the Bengkel Teater, led by the Indonesian anti-establishment poet and dra
matist, W. S. Rendra. In 1994 the Japan Foundation Forum was established as an event 
space in Akasaka, and in 1995, the ASEAN Culture Center was reorganized as the Asia 
Center, expanding its scope of activity and target countries. Following the ASEAN Culture 
Center's establishment, specialized exhibition staffs were added to those for theatre and 
film, and exhibitions and symposiums focusing on contemporary art were periodically 
organized and introduced to the Japanese audience. 

What was being advocated here was a "bilateral intellectual exchange" differing from the 
kind of "one way" public diplomacy predicated on national interest pursued by the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs? It was understood that, without excluding statements and expressions 
that could be considered critical by the Japanese government and its counterparts, the 
building of mutual trust and respect through academic and artistic fairness and neutrality 
contributed to the broader national interest. ~ 

"New Art from Southeast Asia 1992" as Turning Point 

In 1992, the exhibition "New Art from Southeast Asia 1992" was organized as the out
come of the collaborative initiatives of public museums and the cultural diplomacy outlined 
above. A team comprising curators from the Fukuoka Art Museum and the Hiroshima City 
Museum of Contemporary Art, as well as art critics with extensive international experience, 
was appointed and sent to conduct field research with the help of local informants, coordi
nated by the Japan Foundation's overseas offices and by Japanese embassies .~ 
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On the basis of this research, the team was able to introduce the work of young ASEAN art
ists who were just beginning to emerge at the time. 

Organized as part of Southeast Asia Festival 1992, commemorating the twentieth anniver
sary of the Japan Foundation and twenty-five years since the formation of ASEAN, the 
exhibition toured from Tokyo to Fukuoka, Hiroshima and Osaka, and its works addressing 
social issues caused a stir in the Japanese art scene. For example, Wong Hoy Cheong's 
Sook Ching (The Purge) (1989) dealt with the massacre of overseas Chinese committed by the 
Imperial Japanese Army in British Malaya during World War 11, as well as the oppression of 
ethnic Chinese in contemporary Malays ia. The work's inclusion can be seen as an instance 
of the thinking at the time that no art exhibition about "Asia" could be complete without 
such direct forms of expression . QI 

Among the seventeen artists who were exhibited at the Fukuoka Art Museum, thirteen had 
their works acquired by the institution, and the sensibilities of these works would inform 
the theme of the 4th Asian Art Show Fukuoka, "Realism as an Attitude." ~ To this point, 
Japanese museums had generally depended on the financial support and know-how of 
newspaper sponsors, and the name-appeal of masterpiece works, to attract visitors to 
their exhibitions. The collaboration with the Japan Foundation, with its vast connections 
in Asia-centered on Southeast Asia-showed the potential for creating unique initiatives 
and networks that did not rely on pre-existing institutions. !!!! "New Art from Southeast 
Asia 1992" had a considerable effect on Southeast Asia as well, and the following year, 
1993, saw even more momentum build for reforms in cultural exchange across the ASEAN 
region at the 2nd ASEAN Workshop, Exhibition and Symposium on Aesthetics, held in 
the Philippines, as well as in light of the inaugural opening of the Asia Pacific Triennial of 
Contemporary Art in Australia . .1.Q 

In September 1994, the Fukuoka Art Museum and the Hiroshima City Museum of 
Contemporary Art (Hiroshima MOCA) respectively held two group exhibitions, the 4th Asian 
Art Show Fukuoka and "Asian Art Now," using the curatorial and organizational know-how 
they had gained through their experiences of holding "New Art from Southeast Asia 1992" 
exhibition. Among the works produced locally in Hiroshima, Yanagi Yukinori's Project Article9 
stuck to the theme of issues of war-and -peace in Asia, while Cai Guo-Oiang's explosion 
project, Earth Has Its Black Hole Too, was a celebration of that year's Asian Games, held in 
Hiroshima, as well as a requiem for the dropping of the atomic bombs . In Fukuoka, too, 
socially critical works dominated the exhibition, to which an impressive eighteen artists had 
been invited, and public workshops, performances, talks and community exchange events 
were held over the course of a month on the basis of numerous supporters . 

The same year, the Asahi Shimbun would report on the "Asian contemporary art boom 
( compelling reconsideration of the rhetoric of Japanese advancement) ." 11 Inspired by the symposium 
organized at the same time by the Japan Foundation, "The Potential of Asian Thought," this 
led to debate in the Japanese art world among both the old and the young generations. 
Although there's no room to go into detail here, with voices warning against Japanese 
hegemony rising from among even the advocates of Southeast Asia, the position that a 
"Japan" which had always been under the sway of the West could learn something from 
"Asia" came into conflict with the position that "Japan" should avoid invoking "Asia" (as it 

would lead to "Japanese" cultural aggressions) . .11 In this way the peculiar understanding in Japan 
of "Asia" as "exotic/resort/poverty-stricken" came to be challenged . Simultaneously, there 
were attempts to find a new role for "Japan" as a facilitator that could connect "Asia" with 
the "international art world." It may not have been fully appreciated at the time, but the 
arrival of an age of contemporary art with "Asia" at its forefront would gradually lead to a 
reconsideration of the concepts of "Asia" and "Japan" themselves . 

In 1995 and '97, both the Japan Foundation and the Fukuoka Art Museum organized exhi
bitions of Southeast Asian modern art, beginning their engagement with the recounting of 
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a regional art history . The Japan Foundation's "Asian Modernism : Diverse Development 
in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand" exhibition (1995) toured to the Philippines, 
Indonesia and Thailand, setting the stage for collaborative initiatives in Asia from the 
2000s onwards. Similarly, the Fukuoka Art Museum's "Birth of Modern Art in Southeast 
Asia" exhibition (1997) was anchored by the modern art collection of the Fukuoka Asian 
Art Museum, leading to a unique vein of research into modern art. In 1996, the Singapore 
Art Museum's inaugural exhibition, "Modernity and Beyond," called for the necessity of 
engaging in research of a regional scope, while following developments in Japan, Australia 
and the United States, as "art writing by Southeast Asians has developed along lines 
circumscribed by national boundaries" H While research on the modern art histories of 
neighboring countries like China and Korea remained difficult, it could be said that by 
involving public organizations from different countries in Southeast Asia, these exhibitions 
provided a foothold for the establishment of thematic frameworks and comparative analy
sis of a regional scope. 

There were also steady increases in the holdings of Asian art in museum collections. Works 
exhibited in Fang Lijun's solo exhibition organized by the Japan Foundation Asia Center 
were acquired by the Museum of Contemporary Art Tokyo (MOT), the Okinawa Prefectural 
Museum & Art Museum, and the Tokushima Modern Art Museum, in addition to Fukuoka 
Art Museum. In the "Art in Southeast Asia 1997: Glimpse into the Future" exhibition held 
at the MOT and Hiroshima MOCA in 1997, even younger artists were included, and of the 
seventeen participating artists, more than half had works acquired by Tokyo, Fukuoka and 
Okinawa, while in Hiroshima, the commissioning of works had been undertaken the previ
ous year. 

Internationally, exhibitions like "Traditions/ Tensions," organized by the Asia Society in New 
York, and "Cities on the Move," which toured Europe in 1997, followed on the heels of the 
2nd Asia Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art in Brisbane in 1996. At a symposium orga
nized in 1997 by the Japan Foundation, the issue of (the work 's inherent) "quality" was one of 
the subjects that caught attention, and questions were raised about the (artistic) "value" of 
Asian art as artwork. 11 

Around this same time, Japanese contemporary art galleries began to explore places like 
Vietnam and Taiwan, and gallerists appeared who would promote Japanese and Asian art
ists at Western art fairs and among Asia-Pacific public organizations, eventually becoming 
important leaders in the "Asian contemporary art" market . As the art scenes of the Asia 
Pacific linked up with the mainstream art scenes of Europe and the United States, glocal 
artistic production, allowing artists to address the broader world while staying in their own 
localities, would at last become possible .!!! 

On Engagement in the Construction of Artistic Value 

Established to focus on the modern and contemporary art of twenty-one Asian countries 
and territories, the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum opened in 1999. The core of the collection 
was centered on works that had been acquired essentially from the end of the 1980s 
onward. Then, in 2000, the Japan Foundation started the inter-regional exchange program 
"Under Construction ." That same year's Gwangju Biennale (with its Asian section curated by Tani 

Arata) and the following year's Yokohama Triennale (which featured numerous Asian artists) were 
the culmination of these Asian art projects in the Japanese art scene, but almost immedi
ately, due to repercussions from the economic situation and administrative and f iscal 
reforms, the 2000s saw the arrival of the "period of winter-like hardships for museums ." 

Amid great remorse, the Japan Foundation Asia Center was dissolved in 2004, while the 
Fukuoka Asian Art Museum's budget was slashed. As the Asian art projects of Japanese 
cultural diplomacy and public museums were rapidly scaled back, it became apparent 
in hindsight that what had been reported on as a "boom" was in fact the presumption of 
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government organizations and art museums, as well as journalists, and cannot be said to 
have aroused great interest among the general audience. !! 

In postwar Japanese society , art museums had functioned largely as sites for broad cultural 
consumption based on their coordination with "newspapers, journalists, department stores 
and the market ." rr It has been pointed out that where works of modern art and those by 
mainstream academic-style artists - already confirmed in their value-had established 
markets and could obtain a broad base of social appreciation , it was difficult for contempo 
rary art to build a stable basis from which to support a constituency and market. Additionally, 
the above-mentioned bipolar stance of the 1990s art scene may also have made it difficult to 
engage with Asian art in an optimistic way . The Asian art projects by Japanese public institu
tions could not overturn the pre-existing system, nor could they directly connect to the 
formation of a contemporary Asian art market driven by China and India. 

Even given the above limits, I still think that the 1990s are worth studying as the formative 
period of Asian art. For one thing, in the open atmosphere of the early period, a small but 
new audience began to appear along with a new generation of specialists. For example , 
inspired by her interactions with the art ists in the exhibition, one of the volunteers support
ing the 4th Asian Art Show Fukuoka started sending out regular updates on the museum, 
and other related information, earning the gratitude of many of the artists . Similarly , a citi
zen's group from Fukushima has become known for its continuous support of new works 
by Cai Guo-Giang, after the artist held his solo exhibition at the lwaki City Art Museum in 
1994. Audiences in Tokyo also began to pay attention to Asian art after the 4th Asian Art 
Show toured to the Setagaya Art Muse um in 1995. A collector who describes himself as 
"salaryman collector," first took interest in Asian art around then and is now known as the 
collector and the spokesperson for Asian art . 

According to those who were exposed to these artists' events , Asian artists have a "differ
ent wavelength from that of Western art ists." 1! At the symposium for the Heri Dono exhibi
tion at the Japan Foundation Forum in 2000, one of the guests, Ozawa Tsuyoshi, recalled of 
Heri Dono, "We first met in 1994 in Fukuoka, and I was overwhelmed by his vitality ... it was 
really enjoyable being together in the same exhibition. " !l! Perhaps the sense of solidarity 
and sympathy toward one another's works shared by artists who lived in the same region, 
and the expectations toward artists who seemed to have bright futures, were producing a 
sense of a new art as the object of an engagement or " investment " that had not been pos
sible in the traditional artistic viewpoint centered on enlightenment and patronage . 

In the realm of contemporary art, public institutions provide objective indicators via the 
production of exhibitions and publicatio ns, and the formation of collections, thus functioning 
as the authorizing body, and conferring artist ic value upon artists and artworks by way of 
reciprocal interaction with the art market. ~ In the production of contemporary art, the new 
principles of cultural diplomacy described as " bilateral intellectual exchange" played a role in 
the production of artistic value on a regional and international scope, alongside the invigora
tion of art museum management. And the exhibition, publication and collection activities of 
public museums would contribute to the formation process of universal values that went 
beyond the "local" or the "regional" levels, but which were at the same time more grass
roots than the affirmation of pre-established values or the mechanisms of enlightenment. 

In this way, it can be seen how the isolated, ossified concept of "Asia" that was formed by 
modernity was gradually loosened and unpacked through the involvement of the public 
organizations of the 1990s. This is a question that even now continues to add vitality to 
artistic production in the Asia Pacific, but in the age of the "Asian contemporary art" mar
ket, which since the latter half of the 2000s has allowed for the participation of ever more 
diverse players, it is dissolving into an even larger framework of artistic production . Perhaps 
what is needed now is the provision of an environment for reevaluating the spirit of artistic 
production in the 1990s, and carrying it forward in a critical way . 
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